GOVERNMENT OF MAURITIUS

SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Ministry: Agro-Industry and Food Security
Post: Woodcutter
Salary: Rs 11,970 x 260 – 14,050 x 275 – 15,150 x 300 – 15,750 x 325 – 17,700 x 375 –
19,575 x 475 – 20,050 (24 019 045)
Effective Date: 20 May 2016
Qualifications: By selection from among employees on the permanent and pensionable
establishment of the Ministry who –
(i) have a good health and a sound physique; and
(ii) are able to work with an axe, a manual or motorised saw, chain-saw, long
knife and rangers knife and to climb trees.

Duties:
1. To fell trees including dangerous ones.
2. To climb, pollard and prune trees.
3. To cut and convert trees into timber, poles, firewood and billets.
4. To saw and hew logs.
5. To extract forest produce to road side.
6. To sharpen chains for chainsaw as well as to clean and maintain properly
the chainsaw.
7. To perform such other duties directly related to the main duties listed above
or related to the delivery of the output and results expected from the
Woodcutter in the roles ascribed to him.
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